Digi World coin is 300% backup based coin ,
100% trading backup from first day , as trading increases , and our digital asset price will rise on
demand and supply and as price gone rise , digi world token holder user earn more revenue ,
100% backup is gold staking , we can stake gold in bank , as time to time money funding coming
from selling our digital asset for trading , then we will stake gold in bank from coin selling and
trading benefit , the market price worth of our digital asset same we can stack gold in bank.
Market price worth of our digital asset = Gold stake in bank
100% mining backup when trading will speculative and price rises then to reduce dependency on
trading , then we can move on mining that will give strength to trading and our digital asset ,
That’s why our digital asset is 300 % backup .
Distribution :- 70% is used in trading ,
20 % in gold backup initial for gold , then for mining ,
10 % for expenses , expansion and for marketing .

Roadmap :- 1. Trading
Marketing and expansion then we can convert their benefit into the staking of gold in bank
Then we can by Taking backup from trading to mining and staking of gold and
increasing worth of our coin
then we can add corporate merchants , and add large financial institution in that cryptofriendly
countries where cryptocurrency is legal
As following this path we can make our digital asset valuable
Digi world Thinking :Our Digital asset is only 2.1 Million , so there will be no over manipulation and over selling and no
MLM and no other any format will be use by us , and all these will be pause in Digi World (DW )
digital asset .
What we believe :The community that we are going to make for trading , we thought previously Satoshi Natamoko
also made for Bitcoin , and encourage people to trading and selling buying bitcoin , so we are
endorsing this philosophy , and we are also making this community and merchants , but satoshi
natamoko does not ready this type of 300 % backup for bitcoin , but we are making 300% backing
of our digital asset , so we are solving these problem and errors that satoshi natamoko did . That’s
why satoshi nakamoto will take so much time to make bitcoin , otherwise bitcoin is
authenticated , the super technology i.e blockchain , if he added backing in bitcoin

After one year we will give this special offer to our clients , that they will any time sell digital asset
to our main stake holder 20% less tha market price , and our stake holder will be bounded to buy
digital asset from you , and they will allocate that mining power that come in hashrate ,a nd you
acn convert your coin 100 % in mining that time ,
We can deduct our mining expenses and the mining that comes that time , we deduct 20% for
being an infrastructure build up , and return and pass on all to you that particular amount .
So 100 % our coin will be convertible after one year
And after 2 year whatever the value of coin you can also claim gold of that after deducting 20 %
as Buildup infrastructure from us but after 2 Years . we will open this in future .
Our thinking behind this is there is no compromise with the user worth that has our digital asset
.

Why Digi World is Extended asset of bitcoin ? .............................
Thanks satoshi nakamoto for giving us , good accurate and secure technology of blockchain ,
may be you miss this idea of 100% backup , but we (Digi World ) will fulfil this idea , and we will
chase this idea .
with our this digital Asset as soon as possible , and reach destination ,
but we assure you and we commit you , that we will do everything with our best honesty and liability
like you do , and like your thought behind the bitcoin blockchain technology ,
and our view and our commitment is with our user , with community , and universe that we are
trying to give a substitute or a parallel asset like bitcoin or we can say Extended version of Bitcoin .

Dhyan :- Crypto Expert , having experience of 3 years in Crypto currency ,

Kahneja :- Trading expert , having 4 years of experience in trading ,

Dinesh :- technology , Crypto expert , He is all deep knowledge in cyptocurrency and its working
from first phase to implementation , and technology heads in major projects of exchange , ALT
coins , games etc..
DigiWorld :- complete description , and address Thailand , limited quantity , compete white paper ,
satoshi natamoko speech , bakup , trading , asset ,
Mining :-

Our community multiple vision : games , wallet , exchange , we associated
Distribution :Now :70% is used in trading ,
20 % in gold backup initial for gold , then for mining ,
10 % for expenses , expansion and for marketing .
after one year :- 50% Trading , mining & gold staking 40% , 10 % for expenses , expansion and for
marketing .

Dinesh Sharma :- Technology Expert , crypto-Solutions provider , entrepreneur and
Technology/Digital enthusiast and a seasoned professional with 15 years of experience in
Tech industry – operations, consulting and innovation. , building e-commerce websites ,
Games , Cryptocurency Exchange , Crypto Wallets , Smart Contracts ,
and has been
involved in blockchain development during last 3 years.

Khaneja :- who is passionate about the financial markets the movements of those markets , Trading
expert , having 10 years of experience in trading , and 3 years of experience in Trading
cryptocurrency , actively advise on finance, tech, sales, marketing and quality assurance
for high-level trading

Dhyan :- Crypto Expert , having experience of 3 years in Crypto currency , Known for versatility
and flexibility. Excellent analytic, strategic, leadership skills and a team player at its
best. and "make things happen" in corporate, consulting and start-up environments - all
giving me broad new perspectives that provide fodder for new transformative ideas.

